
Find a Friend Spell

This spell is useful for those who are searching for new friends. Perhaps you’ve moved to
a new part of town or a different city and finding new friends has not been as easy as

you’d hoped. Or you’ve changed jobs and you’d like to get on better with a certain
colleague? Making new friends can be a real challenge so the boost this spell provides

could be just the thing you need to help you attract more friendship into your
life.Remember that in order for this spell to have the best chance of success its really

important that you clear your mind before starting so that you can focus your energy and
intention clearly. If you’re feeling anxious, stressed or nervous try meditating before

casting the spell or do the spell on a day where you feel more relaxed.
 

You will need:
Fresh mint

Three silver coins
Pink ribbon or yarn
A piece of white silk

Honeysuckle fragrance or oil
 

To begin the spell carefully lay out the white silk on a table or flat surface. Gently place
the fresh mint into the centre of the silk. Now take each of the three silver coins one by

one and rub them with the honeysuckle fragrance or oil. Place the oiled coins neatly onto
the fresh mint so that you have a small stack. Now fold up the four corners of the silk
cloth and tie the ends securely closed with the ribbon or yarn. As you tie up the cloth

recite the following incantation:
             

  “Moonlight shines bright
   A guiding light for a kindred soul

May they find their way to me
So mote it be”

 
As you recite the incantation imagine how it would feel to enjoy a wonderful new
friendship. Picture the things that the two of you might do together, imagine the

conversations that would flow. Try to visualise already having this friend in your life, as
if they were right there next to you. 



Once you feel as though you have created a strong energy containing the vibration of the
friendship you are seeking send this energy towards the silk bundle containing the coins

and imagine that the bundle is now holding all of the friendship energy.  Place the bundle
onto your windowsill for two nights (the moon phase is not important for this spell) and

thereafter carry the bundle with you. Whenever you touch or see the bundle try to
rekindle the feeling of friendship and imagine already having this friend in your life. 

 
If you are able to focus your energy in a clear way, this spell will quickly work to attract

the perfect friend into your life.
 

My Lovelies - may you experience the joy of true friendship in endless abundance. May
you never feel alone or lost in the world. May this spell help to match you with the perfect

companion. 
 

Blessed Be 
xxx

Amythest


